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ABSTRACT 

Data tram PEP are presented foe cfae MAC and HARK XI 4«c«eta*a, 
All data are at a center-of-masa energy of 29 GsV and corresponds to 
a data set vary ins *«*» 1S-30 pb . R • %^gc»i<fVv» *" P»w»t«o 
by both groups, and inclusive momentum distribution* [S(dc/dx)] for 
SPEAR and PEP energies are presented by thi MASK II, The S(do/dx) 
distributions exhibit sizeable scaling violations. Both groups nave 
measured energy-energy correlations. The measurements yield 
« s » 0.20+ O.Oi ; 0.02 (MAC) and afl - 0.19± 0.01 * 0.03 (MARK II) where 
ag is the strong coupling constant to first order. It is stressed 
however that this measurement of ct is vary sensitive to nonperturbstlve 
(fragmentation) effects, the MASK 11 group has observed a clean D 
signal from which they obtain o(D ) • 0.2ii 0.10 as the cross section 
far producing a charged D at 29 CeV. The chorra fragmentation function 
is measured and it appears to be fairly hard with an average fractional 

energy for the D ~ of ~0.6. The MAC group has measured the T lifetime 
-13 

and finds a value t = (4.9 ± 2.0) * 10 ece*. The MASK II group has 
measured the -i branching fractions into one (Bj> and three (Bj • 1 - s^) 
charged prongs. They find Bj " (86 i 3 4 1)X. They also find B 5 < 0.52 
at the 902 confidence level. Also prevented from the MARK II group are 
limits on the production of charged scalar particle* (Higgs or techni-
pions; H*> which couple to t*s. For I < B IM»% < 10 CeV/c , the 
branching fraction for H~ tt> dr- TV T is found to be less then 52 
at the 90" confidence level. 

-iVi 
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INTRODUCTION 

The results presented below C O M fro* data taken at PEP by the 
MARK II and MAC detectors. The HARK IS detector ia well-known and a 
description of the detector con be found In fief. 1. During the 1901 
stumer shutdown, the HARK II group removed their inner drift chamber 
and replaced it vlth a vertex detector. The vertex detector (fully 
described in Ref, 2) is a high-precision drift chamber which has four 
layer* of axial wires clustered clone to the beam axie at an average 
radius of 11 cm and three layers clustered at an average radius of 
31 cm. The chamber construction and operating consider*tlony have been 
chosen so aa to achieve excellent spatial resolution, The chamber 
routinely achieves a spatial resolution (pur layer) of < 100u and ha6 
been successfully incorporated Into the detector trigger, software, 
at cetera. Because of a short in toe Hark tt coil, all date taken sinew 
January 1982 have half the normal magnetic field of 4.5 Kg. Fortunately 
the vertex chamber's impressive resolution all but salvage* the lost 
momentum resolution due to the reduced field. Moat of the HARK IX data 
presented herein correspond to 14.3 pb~ collected prior to th. instal
lation of the vertex detector or the short In the magnet. Some results, 
aa noted in the text, are based on additional data with the vertex 
chamber and the reduced field. The Monte Carlo simulation* for this 
new data incorporate the changes In the detector configuration. 

The MAC detector, shown in Fig. 1, has excellent solid tingle 
coverage for all process ( s 952 of -'m). It provides good Identifica
tion for photons, rauons and electrons. In addition! with the strong 

• ^ \'lt VVm^SW* ••» ••* **• " 
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emphasis on both hadronie and electromagnetic calor line try, good energy 
containment for neuronic events Is achieved. A core conplete descrip
tion of tha detector'can ba found in Ref. 3. figure 2 attests to tha 
excellent solid angle coverage of the MAC detector. The angular distri
bution of toe Croat aula for aultihadran events, not coric#ctad for 
detector laaaaa, la shown in comparison with the produced 1 + eos S dis
tribution, full efficiency la achieved for cosO s 0.9. 

All tha PEP data preaantad below were taken at E. . * la CaV. 
cm. 

Topics covarad are the total badronic cross section, inclusive momentum 
distributions, energy-energy correlations and thereby a measure of afl» 
che observation of D 's and a neaeureniant of the charm fragmentation 
function! T charged particle branching fractions, measurement of the T 
lifetime and a search for charged, spin 0 scalars. 

R» INCLUSIVE MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTIONS AND SCALING VIOLATIONS 

Tha total hadronic cross section is an important quantity to neaa-
ure since it potentially heralds the production of new particles. In 
addition it has bees atresacd sany tiaes* that for QCS tha evaluation 
of » • % a j r o n / c *• * 'gold-plated' calculation which can be truatad 
to all orders. Tha QCO correction to R (as calculated In the aarton 
model) is R • R . CI + <« / T ) 3 or R *• R ^ * I.OS. If the sya-parton » parton 
tematics In tha measurement of R can be held to £ 22, a meaningful 
measurement of a could be obtained. So far this level of precision 
has not been achieved. 

He pr»5«ni r'rst the measurement of the MARK n group.5 Tha 
r.ARK II ran for about one and one-half years at SPEAR and included 
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in this writeup are a comparison between their data taken at SPEAR and 

at PEP. Eecauaa the detector was essentially unchanged on arrival at 

PEP, these measurementa permit a comparison of ft and inclusive momentum 

distributions using the same apparatus, software* et cetera, and ssan-

nine, a large range of <j . In this way the relative systematica between 

the SPEAR and PEP energy range have effectively been reduced. Data from 

three centcr-of-mass energies {E_ _ ) 5.2 GeV (4160 «b~ , SPEAR} 

6.5 GeV (1*30 nb" 1, SPEaR) and 29 GeV (13.S ph" * , PEP) are included la 

the analysis. The tracking efficiency for data taken at SPEMt la >9M 

and 95* at PEP where the higher track density is some times problematical. 

The hardware trigger required at least two particles to be within the 

central 6SS of Chi detector solid angle. In addition a total energy 

trigger was developed at PEP which required at least 1 GeV of deposited 

energy in each of two liquid argon moduleJ. Using the redundancy pro

vided by this trigger for Bhabha events, the trigger efficiency was 

checked and found to be in excess of 99Z. 

For the SPEAR data, hadronlc events were selected to have at least 

three charged particles with transverse momentum > 100 HeV/c sad 

|cosO| < 0.79. Good location with respect to the known position of the 

beam interaction point was required Eor the individual tracks. To elim

inate background events not coning from the e e collisions, the vertex 

defined by the charged particles in the event was required to be consis

tent with the beam Interaction point to within 10 cm along the beam 

direction and 4 cm mdlally. To remove contamination from radiativo 

QED processes, events containing a track with momentum >900 MoV/c, 

identified as an electron fcy the liquid argon shower counters, 

S- '. 
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were removed. Events coming from the production and subsequent decay 
of T'S were accounted for using a Monte Carlo simulation program. 
After the subtractions (summarised in Table I) there remained 44180 
events at 5.2 CeV and 11900 events at 6,5 CeV. 

For the PGP data at E • 29 GeV hadronlc events were selected 
c.ffl, 

to have at least five charged tracks as defined above. In addition, 
to suppress background from two-photon processes and beam gas inter
actions, cuts were node on the visible energy in the detector. These 
cuts Isolate a very clean sample of badnmlc events (see Table X). 
After Che subtractions there remained 4750 events. 

Detection efficiencies vere obtained from Honte Carlo simulations 
based on the quark fragmentation model of Feynman and Field* with 
extensions by All et al.,' for gluon emission at high enorgits. With 
appropriate parameters these models provide a good description of the 
observed detector distributions. The charged particle detection 
efficiency as a faction at x is shown in Pig. 3. Here n represents the 
fractional energy carried by the charged particle, where all particles 
are assumed to be pines. By varying the selection cuts and the Model 
parameters end by comparing the results of the efficiency determination 
with thoss of two other models, the HARK II group has estimated a 4Z 
systematic uncertainty in the efficiency determination at E • 29 CeV 
and 42 (at low x) rising to IX (at high x) systematic uncertainty for 
the two lower energies. 

Corrections for initial state radiation, which results in an 
effective lowering of E » were made using the method of Bsrenda and cm* 
Kleiss6 and are summarized In Table I. The experiment was normalised 
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uslng Bhabha events observed in the central detector. The uncertainty 

in this normalization ia estimated to be ±3%, mainly due to uncertain

ties in the a radiative corrections. 

The totil systematic error in the inclusive cross sections is esti

mated to be ±6!! at low x, rising to 10% at high x. The rise is due to 

the model dependence and the T subtraction at SPEAR energies and due 

to uncertain tracking efficiency and momentum resolution effects at 

29 GeV. For the measurement of R the nonradiatively corrected efficien

cies are 0.80, 0.84 and 0.74 at 5.2 GeV, 6.5 GeV and 29 CeV, respectively. 

At all three energies the total systematic error in R is i b Z . 

The results for R are presented in Tabic II. We see that R 

(29 Gov) is consistent with the prediction of R = 3.85 from QCD and 

with the data from PETRA.9 The SPEAR data is also consistent with the 

low energy expectation of R » 3.6. The measurement at 29 GeV has 

sufficient precision to rule out ttut prutience of the charged two-thirds 

t-quark (R - 5.2). 

Consider now the measurement of the inclusive spectra S(da/dx) as 

shown in Fig. 4. The relative systematica between the data at 5.2 GeV 

and 6.5 GeV are 2X; between the SPEAR data and the PEP data 5%. At 

small x (s0,2) we see substantial differences in the three spectra but 

these are probably explained as finite mass effects. If scaling were 

sound we would expect S(do/dx) to be Independent of E for x £ 0,2, 
C .10, 

Clearly this is not borne out by the data and sizeable scaling violations 

are observed — observations way outside Che range of the systematic 

errors. One expects same scaling violations because of the emission. 

- -"•-IP1*W"--""«-l*m - J - W T ; . ••,-„ >"-.-*--• ~-
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at high energies, of gluons which will sot ten the momentum spectra. 
Thie agrees with the trend of the data, but it remains to be ehovm that 
the QCD pcrturbatlve effects caruaccount for the magnitude of the 
violations. In Fig. 5 the sane data are displayed and compared with the 
data of T/.SSO10 which cover the energy ranee 11 GeV s E £ 36 GeV. 

C .D. 

The data have been normalized to the measured total cross section 
which compensates for differences in normallzatin and the effects of 
b quark production above 10 GeV. The agreement between the two experi
ments is gratifying. 

He turn now to the measurement of R fron the MAC detector group. 
Because of U s large solid angle coverage and excellent energy contain
ment, this detector is very well suited to the measurement of the total 
hadronic cross section. The data presented below correspond to an 
integrated luminosity of 25 pb~ all at E "29 GeV. MAC uses two 

c.n, 
different analysis procedures to obtain R. Both are discussed below. 
In order to reduce the background from the two photon process, two 
variables arc formed: 

t = ^ E l " l 

and 
\ = L E4 *^i 

where 1 Is the cat trimeter energy parc«l index, E. the energy in the 

parcel which Is at ].olar angle 0. and direction n . . Multlhsdron (2y) 

events are expected to have large (small) E and small (large) 

1*1-
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The first analysis method uses the full acceptance of the detector* 
removes two-photon events with appropriate cuts and makes an efficiency 
correction based on a Monte Carlo simulation. The specific cuts used 
to Isolate the 11.000 hadronic events aret at least three charged 
particles of scalar momentum sum £2 GoV/c, a visible energy of a 12 CoV 
(see Pig. 6), E > 7.5 GeV and |BJ < 0.65. Two photon contamination Is 
reduced by rejecting events failing two ox more of: visible energy 
> IS GeV, £ > 9.1, or |$| < 0.55. Figure 6 shows the response of the 
detector with the prediction of the Haute Carlo simulation program 
superposed on the data. Using this Monte Carlo, the detection efficien
cy, including the effects of initial state radiation, is obtained and 
found to be 82.631 of the radiatively corrected cross section (1.32 o\ ) . 

Events from multibody decays on the t are removed by scanning 
(three or four tracks) or subtracted statistically (> 4 tracks) using 
published branching ratios. The purity of the event sample is QSEinated 
to ba-98X. The luminosity is obtained both from Bhabhas scattered Into 
the central calorimeters (± 3Z) and the snail angle luminosity monitor 
<± 4X). As these two methods are found to be consistent within their 
errors, an average is used. Using this analysis procedure the MAC 
group measures 

R - 3.93 t 0.04 ± 0.17 

where the first error Is statistical and the second sywtitmatic. Tito 
systematic error has roughly equal contributions of 2.5% from the 
normalization, the efficiency determination and the radiative correc
tions. The last contribution is a theoretical problem and renin ins, 
for all experiments, the limiting systematic error In the measurement 
of R. 

</\- '. 
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The second method used is what might be described as a 'bootstrap* 
since the correstions to the data for losses are obtained from the data 
Itself. In ordor to,obtain a stable 'bootstrap', a sharply defined 
fiducial volume, one which excludes fie endcsp regions of the detector, 
is used. The selection criteria, which isolate 6700 events, for *hls 
analysis are* at Least five charged prongs, the (momentum) thrust axis 
must lie In the polar angle range of 55° •+ 125° and at least 16 GeV of 
visible energy. Using a judicious choice of cuts, e teat sample of 
strongly enhanced annihilation events (at least nine charged particles 
in the fiducial volume) is obtained from the date which permits a 
measure of the loss of true events with less than 16 Cetf visible energy. 
Making theae corrections, using a Monte Carlo simulation program to 
estimate the detection efficiency and background contamination, and 
obtaining tho luminosity from Bhabhas scattered into the same fiducial 
volume as the hadronlc sample yields 

' R - 3.87 i 0.05 t 0.17 

in excellent agreement with the result obtained using the other method. 
The conclusions one draws from these measurements are Identical 

with those drawn earlier In this section based oa the MARK II measure
ment. A charged 2/3-quark ft) is ruled out and the results are in 
good agreement with the predictions of QCD and all other measurements 
at PGP and PETRA.9 
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ENERGY-ENERGY CORRELATIONS 

It la desirable to perform tests of QCD which are not strongly 
dependent on Monte Carlo simulations which, in themselves, embody QCD. 
Tests performed in which the detected data are coopered with the Monte 
Carlo predictions can depend very strongly on the models used _n the 
Monte Carlo programs. It la preferable to perform tests on quantities 
that can be calculated in the framework of QCD and can be measured 
directly in an experiment which requires only snail cotrectloos for 
detector biases. In this way the data stand on their own and should 
the theoretical predictions change (higher orders are included), valid 
comparisons are still possible with the data. Among such quantities 
tiia energy-energy correlation is particularly interesting because it 
does not require the selection of specific event topologies, such as 
three-Jet events, nor does it depend on the definition of a jet axis. 
Doth the MARK II u and MAC groups have made a high statistics study 
of the energy-energy correlation In the PEP hadrunic events. This 
method looks at energy flow by considering the correlations in energy 
between particle pairs. Us can define an energy-weighted cross section 
for observing the energy B in the phase space element dtt and E* In d8' 
as 

J- d . l V V -1- JL 
N pairs 

The first sun ranges over the total number of events (W), the second 
over all pairs of particles in the phase space elenaats dtl and dfl', 
The total hadronic cross section is denoted o„ and J* * & 

V Cm. 
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For the sake of further discussion we define x to bo the angle between 
the direction vector of the two particles entering the calculation of 
the cross section. , 

The cross eectloa defined for hadrons in (1) has been calculated11 

for partons in the framework of first order perturbative QCD. The form 
of the cross section for partons is 

7* dOdO 7 " lef [A<X.«*s)(2+coa2B+cos2e,) + B<x,«a)(cosx+cosecoee«)] 
(2) 

The functions A and B depend on only one angle, x» *nd have been calcu
lated to first order in a . They both vary linearly with ets. The 
function A describes the correlation between a quark and an antiquaries 
B describes the correlation between a quark (antiquark) and a given. 
In each case the pertons are characterized by the polar angles 0 and 4' 
and the angle between then la x* The explicit forms of A and B add 
little insight to this die?' ssion and can be found In Ref. 12. 

In order to make a mep.iingful comparison between the experimental 
cross section for hadrons, (3), and the theoretical prediction for 
partons, (4), we must account for the nonperturbative effects of frag
mentation. This Has the effect of augmenting the term A above. It has 
been calculated13 that this function has the form 

C< P l> Aq 
H /s sfarx Ss sin'x 

Here <p > *• .3 CeV characterizes the average transverse momentum 
in the hadmmization and C la a constant (~4) which is a measure of 
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che 'density' of hadrons In the fragmentation process. It la Important 
to nottea that A - is •ysmatrie about g * *fl. This Is expected since 
It arises fro* the symmetric two-Jet final state. The first order 
perturbatlvc cross section <4) has a singularity a i j n which corres
ponds to a quark and «ntiquark becoming colllnaar with a soft gluon. 
There la a weaker singularity ac x • 0 when a quark (antiquark) becoaes 
colllnaar with a hard gluon* In the intermediate angular range 
<30° < x < ISO 0), Where oaa la not dealing with correlations In the 
center of the jets, there ia a pronounced asymmetry about x " " /2. 
This servos to distinguish the perturbaeive end nonpercurbacive contri
butions to the energy correlation. 

The cross section (1) can be presented In an integral form where 
we sun over ell external particle directions keeping the angle x fixed. 
This yields the following cross section 

«- dcosx ox "ex JJ £* *-* s v ^ 
v N pairs 

Simple neleetlan cuts based on charged particle multiplicity and 
observed energy suffice to define the nultlhedron data vets for the two 
experiments. The MftC experiment uses only calorlmetrle energy in the 
evaluation of (4) and hence have excellent solid angle coverage. The 
MMtK II group use charged particles tracked In the drift chamber and 
photons found In the liquid argon barrel calorimeters. Accordingly 
they apply a fiducial volume requirement of |cosO| < 0,7 for any parti
cle which enters the suMMtion in (*). Figure 7 (MAC) and Fit;. 8 
((ttMt II) show the UQasurnefit of ( 1 A O (dl/dcos*) . The normalisation 

-/ 
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for che two experiments do not agree because CMC had corrected for the 
effects of uninstrueented solid angle, while ttaa HARK XI grottp baa Inte
grated (l/a0)(d£/dco«x) only ever the specified fiducial voleae, thereby 
keeping its corrections snail< in both cases che theoretical predic
tions using (3) and (4) do A poor job of fitting the observed spectre. 
This was first noted by the MARK n group 1 1 who pointed out that the 
theory was missing an important contribution to (l/OgKdC/dcoax) — namely 
the effects of gluon fragmentation. Physically such a tern will spread 
the correlations at x • 0 to larger x* In addition such e term will be 
inherently asymmetric about x • 90 because for three Jat events there 
is no jet at 180°, So the HARK II suggested the following ansata for 
gluon fragmentation [ef. (3)] 

A 0 
V x ) " aa r 3 ' f o r x * 5 0 

s /s sin x 

W 

" '°a — <1 + eosx) » for X > 90° 

The rationale for this snsats is simple; for x < 90° one expects a form 
siniiar to that for quarks while for x > W>ft ell one needs is a smooth 
analytic continuation to A £ f(x) - 0 at x • 180*. The MAC group nave 
adopted this ansats with the trivial (i.e., it doesn't matter) change 
of (i + cos X) - siax for x *• 90°, 

Addition of (S) gives an excellent fit to both the MAC end the 
HARK II data (see Figs. 7 and g). Omission of (5) changes the X tot 

the overall fit by a factor of - 9 for MAC and a factor of ~ 2 for the 
HARK II. The results of the fits are; 
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- 0,20 l 0.01 t 0.02 

- (1.2 ± 0.08 t 0.15) GeV 

- (2.5 1 0.2 i 0.4) GeV 

= 0.19 1 0.02 ± 0.03 

- (0.7 ± 0.2) GeV 

= (2.5 1 0.5> GeV 

The agreement between the two fits la striking. The systematic errors 
in a cone from the uncertain effects introduced by fragmentation. 

Both groups wiah to stress that this measurement of » s ia strongly 
dependent on fragmentation effects. The asymmetry introduced by gluoo 
fragmentation limit. In a very real way, the aeoaitlvlty of thla aaae-
urenntt to B . Thia is contrary to the original expectations baaed on 
(3) and (G) which implied that any asymmetry Been in (1/OQ)(dE/dcoax) 
would be mostly due to gluon bremsstrahlung. We should also point out 
that che <*8 obtained above is good only to first order in perturbation 
theory. 

THE PRODUCTION OF D*'S; THE CHARM FRAGMENTATION FUNCTION 

Heavy quark fragmentation functions are of great practical and 
theoretical intareat. Direct measurements of the charm fragmentation 
functions, performed using D's at SPEAR, i<* have been limited to large 

and 

a 
a 

M S \ *0 

a 
a 

HARK U / A|| 

A* 
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valuss of Z, where Z is the fractional energy of the detected D 
(Z - J V B

b M m > - W i t h Z a 0.6 only a small portion of the fragmentation 
function, S(do/dZ), waa aecessable. But with the observation by the 
KftRK IX group1* of D*'s at PEP, all Z s 0.14 are ttiaemstically access-
able and a much clearer picture of the charm fragmentation function 
emerges. In fact the implication of the fits to the low energy data 
was that charm fragmentation functions could be parametrised like light 
quark fragmentation functions, namely s(do/dZ) - (I - Z ) n . The. D* data 
from PEP imply that this is not the case—Indeed the <Z> appears to 
be 0.6. 

For this analysis 1 5 the HARK II group have used 30 pb which 
comprises most of their data logged to date. Multihadron events are 
selected In too usual fashion by requiring at least five charged parti
cles and a reasonable large {zZSX) observed energy fraction, Events 
are sought which are consistent with the production chain 

eV — D»* * * 

I — * K*.* 
The observed particles are therefore the K*, 7t" and ir . Because of the 
high momentum of the decay secondaries, the time-of-flight (TOF) system 
is not adequate to do positive particle identification. However consis
tency with the TOF measurements was required—-particles with Inconsis
tent mass assignments (within ~2o, o * 360 psecs) were not included in 
tl*e appropriate m&sa combinations. The invariant mass of all Irn 
combinations is shown in Fig. 9, split into two bands C9(a,b)] of 

. «.r»•-*•**•+**• •—*wtr~-*• v •r—Ti-^fmrb'f 
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Z • SCEQ/E ). Although there Is no signal seen in the region of the 
A 9 O 

D <m - 1,863 CeV/e >, mass combinations in the region of the D were 
selected as D* candidates, and the tun tracks were klnenatlcally fit to 
the D° mass, (Haas combinations with poor X were rejected) The D° 
n a u window was chosen as 1.80 s il. £ 1.93 GeV/c for the data with 

2 full magnetic field and no vertex chamber; 1.76 s tL. < 1.96 GoV/c 
for the data with half field and the vertex chamber. The D° candidates 
were then combined with an additional pion whose charge was opposite to 
that of the keen. The D°i - 0° Mass difference is plotted in Fig. 10 for 
two babds of 2 • 2(E£/E ) . The restrictive kineaatics of the D** 
decay give It a signal to noise background advantage over the D decay 
of tuo orders of magnitude and s clear 0* peak is seen for Z =* 0.4. 
For 0.2 s Z S 0.4 there is no obvious signal. The observed width of the 

tit 2 

D (1-2 McV/c ) Is consistent with that expected from experimental 
resolution alone. The D - 0 mass difference was determined to be 
145.5 s 0.5 MeV/c and is in good agreement with the world average of 
1M.5 ± 0.3 MeV/c 2. 

In order to obtain 5(do/d2)» D ~ events were selected as those 
having a mass difference of 164-14? MeV/c and a background subtraction 
and efficiency correction were applied to the data. As a consistency 
check on the analysis the: Kn mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 9(c) for 
events having a mans difference in the range 144-147 McV/c . One sees 
a clear 0° signal. 

a+ The background contribution to the 0 signal is estimated by 
extrapolation of the data in the mass difference plot nutside the signal 
region and also by studying the sidebands of the KTT mass plot. A total 

-\- '" 
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of 30 events are found with 2 > 0.4 with an estimated background of 
four events. For z < 0.2 the events arc consistent with being entirely 
due to background. The detection efficiency for observing the D** was 
obtained using a Monte Carlo simulation program and in constant at 25Z 
for 2 > 0.2. The background subtracted signal, corrected for detection 
inefficiency, corresponds to a cross section for the production of D** 
of 

o(D**) • 0.25 4 0.10 nb" 1 

For this cross section we have used 1* B(D° * K «~) « (3.0 1 0.6)2 and 
B(D** f D°i*) - (44 ± I0)Z. tte note that while the error is large for 
c(D ) (dominated by the errors In tho branching fractions), this cross 
section <0 • 0.1 nb) more than saturates the total charm expectation. 
(Til* MARX II group expects thit ths contamination from b's Is less than 
20%. > Tha corrected fragmentation function is shown in Fig. 11. The 
average Z is 0.59 ± 0.06 for Z > 0.2. The data favor a chant fragmenta
tion function which is peaked at intermediate values of Z and which 
seen* inconsistent with a fragmentation function falling with 
ZCie(l - Z)n]» In fact the recently suggested form) 7 of 

% 

•['-Til] 
accounts very well for the data i( e » 0.3. 

MEASUREMENT OF THE LIFET1NK OF THE HEAVY LEPTON 

A measurement of the T lifetime is a dlre:t determination of the 
Strength of the coupling of tne T to the charged weak current. In the 
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stnndard model (p-T universality) one predicts 

,5 

<• " ( » 
e u B e " < 2*«*O.Z) * 1 0 " ! 3 «eca 

fprl" B • 17.6 t 1.6. Beany leptons produced at E - 29 <5aV will 
C.B. 

therefore have u average flight path of 700 it. The MAC group baa 
weosured the T lifetime using the distribution of verticea coming fro* 
T three-prong decays. 

The data reported here correspond to an integrated luminosity of 
16.9 pb" 1, of which 13 pb were taken at E " 2 9 GaV and the ramain-

c .in. 
der ware taken it E„ . • 28 CeV. A comprehensive report on this neaa-

C •TDt 

urcnont can be found in Reference 19. Events aelected to have at least 
four charged particles and sphericity20 less than 0,1 were divided 
into two Jeta by the plane perpendicular to the sphericity axle. One 
jet was required to have three charged particles. In ill cases cracks 
consistent with coating from photon conversions in the bean pipe were 
rep »ved. Each triolet of tracks was required to have a) net charge of 
t I. The three prong decay candidates were required to have well Meas
ured tracks defined by at least seven drift chamber hits per track 
and a x for the vertex fit of less than 15 for three degrees of 
freedom. The sample therby selected has background arising from; 
(1) Bhabha electron poire with an additional pair of tracka from a con
version of a radiated photon, (2) beam gas interactions, (3) raultihndron 
four-and six-prong events, (A) production via the two-photon process of + - + - + - . + - + -e e * * a i t and e e •*• « e + hadroas. 

t&-
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Requlrlng that (a) the total calorlmetrie energy be leas than 24 GeV 
(electromagnetic equivalent) removes radiative Bbabha events; <b) the 
charged particle sphericity be less than 0.03 retains neat of the f-pales 
but renovea a large fraction of the beaa gas and two photon bacltgroiaid, 
(c) the total aoaantua of the triplet be greater than 4 GeV/c discrimin
ates further against two-photon x-pair production and (4) the larger of 
the two-jet invariant Masses* as determined from energy*low In the 
colorinwiers, be leas than 4.5 CeV/c removes contanination fron 
Itadronic events. 

There art 135 events which pass the above criteria. The events 
contain 139 three-prong decays. Using Monte Carlo simulation!, eha 
background is estimated to be seven events from multlhadrona and one 
event fron a a •* a a T T • For the selected events, distributions 
like total energy, total charged particle energy, individual track 
momenta, three-prong mass, etc., have been compared with the expecta
tions for i-palr production, and In all cases the agreement la good. 
As an example. Fig. 12 shows a comparison between the data and the 
Monte Carlo simulation program For the total charged particle momentum. 

A x minimisation la done to find the best connon vertex position 
for the three decay prongs. Using the measured bean interaction point* 
the T decay length la obtained. The vertex finding Is done in the 
plane perpendicular to the beam direction and this transversa length 
is then projected onto the triplet momentum sector. This nomentua 
vector reproduces, within A few degrees, the parent T direction. The 
coordinates of the bean interaction point are found on a run-by-run 
basis using Bhabha scattering events recorded simultaneously vich the 
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t-p»ir data. Figure 13 shows the distribution of the flight path error. 
Events with errors larger than &am are excluded. 

The decay path distribution Is shewn in Fig. 14. In Figure 14(a) 
toch event enters with unit weight, while In Fig, U(b) the events are 
weighted inversely en the square of the decay path orror. In both 
Figs. 14(a) and 14(b) there is a clear indication of a finite, positive 
flight oath and, although the resolution for the decay length. *, is 
larger than t, the value of i can be deduced from the mean in the 
distributions U(a) and 14(b). The data can be trented «a the result of 
the convolution of an exponential decay length distribution with the 
experimental resolution function, tf x f c js a possible bias In the aean 
value obtained from the experinental resolution function then 

c 2 - i 2 

Where <x> and a% are the mean and standard deviation of the observed 
distribution, a la the error tn the deccy path and N is the number 
of events, 

A Monte Carlo simulation for T'K with zero llfetlne is used to 
determine the expoiimental resolution function. It dues exhibit a 
aoraero bias as given tn Table It, fur both the weighted and unueighted 
events. This bios IK attributed Lo thu ^ vertex fitting procedure 
which computes a weighted average «f the intersection points of three 
pairs of tracks. The weight assigned to each intersection decreases 
wit), the distance from the Measured track points, which rct.lts in a 
biat, of the triplet vertex towards these points. 

./ - '• 
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Refering to Table II we see that the T corrected (for bias) flight 
path obtained from the two methods agree m i l and that Indeed a net 
positive result Is obtained. 

AB a furtlier check on Che analysis procedure, a set of M i k e 
ovonta are constructed Iron raultlhadran avants observed in the detector. 
Random triplets were chosen whose kinematics mimicked, as closely an 
possible, that of the t'a. The decay path distributions for these events 
are shown in Fig. 1$ and the mean values arc entered in Table 11 under 
the heading of 'control sample'. Also shown In the Table are the esti
mate of the bias, which is obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation in 
which decays of hadrone ere suppressed. By subtraction then, one obtains 
the effective path length for the psaudo-r sample which can be compared 
fcltti the expectation for tu ronic decays which is obtained (last entry 
in the Table) by setting the drift chamber resolution to saro In the 
Monte Carlo. From the control sample one sees that agreement at the 
200-300 u level is obtained and based on this a 300u systematic error is 
assigned to the measurement of t. this error is incorporated tn the 
error quoted below, 

Using the weighted mean from Table II one finds 

t T = (4.9 t 2.0) * 1 0 " 1 3 sees 

which is consistent with t xpectation for |I~T universality. This 
result can be compared with t V result* ot the MARK II group2' 
t̂  - (4.fe r 1.9) * I0~ 1 J sees and the TASSO group"* t t - (-0,25 s 3.S)* 
l^" 1 3 sees. 
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MEASUflEMENT OF THE T DECAY CHARGED PARTICLE MULTIPLICITY 

The T Is unique amongst the charged lepton family because it Is 
sufficiently heavy to I'ecay into hadrons. Since these decays arc med
iated by the w, they permit a study of low energy weak interaction 
theories. The striking feature of the T hadronlc decays Is the low 

observed charged multiplicity. In addition to the theoretical interest, 
knowledge of the T hadronic decay branching fractions is of practical 
interest for the design and interpretation of experiments. 

The MARK II group has made a study of these branching ratios using 
their TSP data. Because of the low multiplicities involved in the 
decays, simple topological cuts isolate a clear sample of •> decays. 

This should be contrasted with the studies done at low energies (SPEAR, 
DORIS) where there was substantial overlap between the hadronlc events 
and the mul ibody T hadronic decays. The data comprises 26.7 pu all 
at E. „ • 29 CeV. 14.5 pb" are with full magnetic field and no 

Cm. 
vertex chamber and the rest were taken with half field and th« vertex 
chamber installed. With the addition of the vertex chamber, the amount 
of material preceedlng the main drift chamber dupped fvm 102 rl to 
35J rl. To reduce the systematic errors due to the uncertainties in the 
individual T branching fractions, events are selected on the basis of 
topological cuts as summarized below. All events are divided into two 

groups by a plane perpendicular to the trust i<xis.z* 
Candidate T events are selected according to: 

(1) there is at least one charged particle in each group, 
(2) each group has an invariant mass (including photons) < 2 CcV/c . 
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(3) total energy (charged particles + photons) t E A . /<, 
(4) all the charged particles in at least one group have momentum 

< a CeV/c (u-pair). 
(5) the highest momentum particle in at leaBt one of the groups has 

momentum above 2 GeV/c, enters the liquid *rgon fiducial volume, 
and deposits an energy less than 3DZ of its momentum (Bhabha), 

f6) both groups cannot contain exactly one charged particle that Is a 
rauon with momentum above 2 CeV/c (it c~V ft"), 

(7) for the highest momentum part tele in uach group, the TOF is uI Chin 
3 ns of the expected time (cosmic rays), 

(8) the difference in totnl charge between the two groups Is not aero, 
and, 

(9) the acolltnearlty angle between the total momenta of the two 
groups is < 50°, 

These selection criteria leave 944 i-pnlr candidate events, which corres
pond to 973 events when corrected for trigger efficiency (99Z) and 
time-of-flight (TOF) efficiency (98%). Criteria <1), (2), (a) and (9) 
select the general r-palr topology, and criteria (3) - (7) reduce the 
background contamination, The final states listed In parenthesis above 
are the primary background rejected by that criteria. 

The observed t decay multiplicities and calculated backgrounds ate 
shown in Table 111, The data is divided into two groups according to 
the amount of radiator which prccceds the main drift chamber. Thfe back
ground contributions have been obtained from Kente Carlo simulations and 
the fraction of background relative to the signal is 0.4% from 
e e -» e e~, 1.9Z from e e" + u u~, 5.9S from e e~ * hadrons, 
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4.12 from « +e~ + e t"v*tt" and I. OX from e e~ * e e~T t". Thoro are 
tea T candidates with five charged prongs. From photon conversion* In 
1- and 3-prong decays, ten event!; are expected in the 5-prong category. 
Verification of thla comes from the fact that In eight of the ten 5-prong 
decaya, there ere two oppositely charged prongs which Have an invariant 
nass < 50 MtV/c when the particles are assigned electron masses. Based 
on die two remaining candidates the MARK I I group is able to eat a limit 
B 5 • B ( T * 5 charged prongs) < 0.5Z (95Z confidence level). The TASSO 2" 
group placed an upper limit on Bj of 6X. The MAC detector group have 
reported 2 5 a 95* confidence upper limit of B- < 0.77. The CELLO group 
at PEXRA2* have a signal in the 5-prong category and quota a result of 
B 5 - (1.0 t 0.4)X. 

The produced i decay multiplicity is determined from the observed 
1-, 2- end 3-prong distribution by the unfold method, 2 7 In this method 
che observed multiplicity distribution s related to the produced distri
bution via a matrix which is obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation 
program* it Is also assumed that the produced events contain only 1-
ond 3-prong deuiys. The result of the unfold method is 

B, => 1 - » 3 = (86.0 s 1.5 ± 1.0)K 

where the first error Is statistical and the second is systematic. The 
result agrees well with the PEP and PETRA results of HAC, 2 5 

B L - (84.7 ± 3.5 4 1.0)2, TASSO31* Bj = (76 i 6)Z, and CELLO" 
Bj - (84 t 2)X, A world »wernge i B of data from SPEAR and DORIS imply 
Bj - (68 t 10)%, As WAS pointed out earlier the possible discrepancy 
between thin low tnergy roault and that of the PE? and PETRA uxportra(»nts 

-/*.- ', 
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1s most probably dua to eha difficulty with inolatlng the 3-prong decays 
et lov energies• 

SEARCH FOR CHARGED, SPIN 0 SCALAR PARTICLES 

In our currently accepted gauge theories of the weak interactions, 
gauge bosons and fernlons acquire wass via the •echanlsa of spontaneous 
Hfsmetry breaking. 2 9 This can he achieved by dynamical means, such as 
in technicolor theories, 3 0 or through the Inclusion of fundamental 
Biggs fields. In iha nlnlaal ttelaberg-Salan model a single doublet of 
conplex Hlggt fields 1* Introduced. Three of the fields contribute 
mass to the W* and Z° end the fourth field aanifesta itself as a 
physical neutril, spin 0, scalar (H°). in this model the coupling of 
H° to ferntlons Is specified and proportional to the fermion mass. 
However eha mass of the H° la not calculated by the nodal! Extra Higgs 
doublets can be added to the minimal model which result In charged 
Higgs bosons whose couplings to fermions are not aa rigidly specified. 
in the technicolor models a new strong interaction seals of ~ 1 TeV Is 
introduced which results in a rich spectrum of pseudo-Coldstone bosons, 
otherwise known as tachnlplana. Some of these charged scalar teehniplons 
are expected to have Basses in the few CeV range. The HARK II group 3 1 

has undertaken a search for these charged, spin 0, scalers and Units 
for their production and subsequent decay to cither iv T or cs quarks 
are presented below. 

The MARK II data correspond to I'..4 pb~ ail at F. « 29 CeV. 
c *in« 

The cuarsed scalar*, henceforth referred to <is HIUIJH particles (H ), 
are assumed to be producad According to 
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e +e~ + H +H* 

with a production cross section 

do g 2B* ain29 
cm. 

where a is the fine structure constant* 0 the tllg&s velocity and 8 its 
polar angle. The Biggs is assumed to decay to the heaviest fentions 
possible—either to quarks <cs) or to the heavy lepton T. Two ess*;s 
are considered: (a) boch Higgs decay to TV and (b) one Hlggs decays Co 
T « T and the other decays to uadrons (cs quark*)* 

The event selection for case (ol is identical to that af the pre
vious section with the extra requirement that the two jets defined by 
the thrust axis have ore, two or three particles only. This corresponds 
then to those events which were used In Che unfold to determine the 
true T decay multiplicity distribution. To search for a Higgs signal 
in these events, an axis in the plane perpendicular to the bean is 
chosen so that the momentum transverse to this axis is equal for the 
two groups of particles. Formally p is defined by 

*> " 

where P, 2
 a r e t h e total •omenta of the two groups of particles and 

a is the unit vector in the bean) direction. The 9 distribution for 
the selected events is shown In Pig. 16 along with the absolutely 
normalized prediction of the T-pair Honco Carlo. The T-pair production 
provides an excellent accounting of the data and there is no evidence 
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for an additional source In these events. To set limits on Hlggs produc
tion cbe data in Fig. 16 are fit to the era of T-palr production and the 
prediction of the Hlggs Monte Carlo for various Biggs masses. The only 
free parameter in the fit la B{B •* T V T ) acd Fig. 17 (curve II) ahows 
the 90X confidence limit contour of s(H •» tv > as a function of the 
Hlggs mass. 

To look for events vhere one Hlgga decays to badrona and the other 
to Tv f f events with one charged particle (from the T ) opposite a multi-
prong jet are selected. The charged particles in each event are divided 
into two groups by the plane perpendicular to the thrust axis and the 
following criteria applied) 
(1) total energy > E /* (charged particles + photons), 
(2) one group of particles has exactly one charged track, 

2 
less than three photons, and an Invariant maos < 2 GeV/c , 

(3) the other group of particles has at least three charged particles, 
any lumber of photons* and invariant masa > 2 GeV/c , and 

(4) the highest omentum particle in at least one of the groups has 
momentun above 2 Gev/c, enters the fiducial voluae of the liquid 
argon shower counters, and deposits energy < 30% of its momentum. 

Criterion <1) rejects too photon exchange events, and criterion <4) 
rejects radiative Bhabha events with a gamma conversion in the material 
surrounding the interaction region. 

These selection criteria leave 22 observed events. The P± distri
bution for tbeae events la shown in Fig. IS. The solid curve in 
Fig. 18 Is the prediction of a Monte Carlo simulation program for 
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hadronic production. We observe in Tig. 18 that the typical P 'e are 

— 300 MeV/c, characteristic of normal hadronic events. The only role 

the hadron Monte Carlo plays is to set the cut in P beyond which a 

search will bu made for Higgs production. The analysis is relatively 

insensitive to the choice of P cut; the cut will be placed at 0.6 GeV/c. 

The P distribution for the Higgs is calculated from & simulation prog*OT 

which produces Higgs particles according to the differential cross eection 

presented at the beginning of this section. One Klggs decays into a c3 

quark pair which hadronize according to the Feyniaan-Fleld prescription.^ 

The other Hlggs particle decays to iv and the T decays according to the 

measured branching fractions. Because of the event selection cuts des

cribed above, the only critical aspect of the hadronic decay of the Higgs 

is its charged multiplicity distribution. The average charged tnultl-

plicity of the Kiggs decay has been chosen to agree with e e data at an 

equivalent energy. The dashed curve in Fig. 18 shows the expectation for 
2 a Higgs particle of mass 7 GeV/c and a branching ratio B(H •* hodrons) E 

1 - B(H -*• tv ) » 0.5. Limits on Higgs production are obtained for various 

Hlggs masses using the absence of events above P of 0.6 GeV/c. The 

curve in Fig. 17 labeled I represents the 9QX confidence level limits 

for B(H •+ T\JT) * 1 - B(H + hadrons) as a function of the assumed Higgs 

mass. 

Combining the data from methods (a) and <b) as summarized In Fig. 17, 

the KftRK II group is able to set limits at the 90% confidence level which 

exclude charged Higgs particles in the mass range 2-10 GeV/c with decay 

branching fraction to TV^I B(K •+ T V ^ ) , above 5%. The experiments32 at 

r / • 'V 
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PETRA hove presented similar liniits on the production of scalar3, JAOE 

and MARK J collaborations place limits using both methods presented 

here. CELLO uses only method (a). These limits apply to slightly higher 

masses, VL. s 14 GeV/c . Notice that, uaiiw these methods, it is hard to 

exclude a large Higgs hadronic branching ratio because if boch Higgs 

decay to qq, the events look very similar to normal hadronic events. 
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TABLE I 

Corrections applied to the data are summarized ap 
a function of E 

cm. 

£ =5.2 GeV cm. 6,5 CeV 29.0 CeV 

Bean Gas 6.5 ± 0,6 15-8 i 1.6 

+ -
T 1 

8.6 ± 1.3 6.8 ± 1.2 2.5 ± 0.S 

2y Process 3.7 ± 0.8 3.7 * 0.8 1.5 ± 0.8 

Radiative 
Effects 10 ± 2 10 + 2 15 ± 2 

J ,¥.!»-^_. 
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TABLE II 

R as a function of E 

E GeV 
C.TO. 

R 

5.2 3.90 ± 0.02 ± 0.Z5 

6.5 3.95 ± 0.05 ± 0.25 

29.0 3.90 ± 0.05 • 0.25 
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TABIE III 

Summary of decay path and bias values, In mm. See text for 
definitior. of the weights referred to in the column headings. 

Unweighted Weighted 

T Sample 

x Raw <x> <ox) 

Honte Carlo <x> = *.. 

T Corrected A 

1.57 (5.48) 

0.50 i 0.01 

1.07 ± 0,49 

1.75 f4.«) 

0.55 • 0.01 

1.20 i 0.39 

Control Sample 

Raw <x> (ox) 

err 

*eff ( c a l c » l o t e d ) 

0.31 (4.86) 

0.30 ± 0.10 

0.01 i 0.21 

0.13 + 0.08 

0.68 (A.03) 

0.30 i 0.08 

0.38 i 0.17 
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TABLE fV 

Observed i decay multiplicities, calculated backgrounds 
and the resulting produced inclusive branching frac ions. 

Number 
of 

Prongs 

107. X Q Data 3% X Q Data 
branching 
fraction 

Number 
of 

Prongs Number 
Observed Background Number 

Observed Background 

branching 
fraction 

1 764 91 738 77 66 i 2 

2 62 14 49 12 .-

3 152 19 137 16 14 ! 2 

4 7 8 9 6 ~ 

5 6 4 4 4 < 0.5 

6 

a 7 

1 1 0 0 ~ 6 

a 7 0 0 0 0 — 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. MAC detector layout. The components labeled In the figure 
are: central drift chamber (DC), showr chanber (SC), 
trigger/timing scintillators (TC), central and endeap hadron 
calorimeter* (HC»EC), and the inner and outer wuon drift 
chambers (HI,MO). Also Indicated are the solenoid and 
corold coils. 

Fig. 2. Angular distribution of the thrust axle; for multlhadron events, 
determined from calorimeter energy. 

Fig. 3. The charged particle detection efficiency ae a function 
of x • p/Efceja &t Sa ~ 5.2, 6.5 and 29.0 GeV, 

Fig. 4, The cross section sdo/dx versus x for charged particles 
measured at VS * 5.2, 6.5 and 29.0 CeV. Only statistical 
errors are plotted. 

Fig. 5* P/cr)(do/dx> versus conter-of-mass energy. Both statistical 
and systematic errors are Included. Also plotted are data 
from Kef. 10 at /s" - 14, 22, 34 and 35 GeV. 

Fig. 6. Total visible calarlnetrlc energy in MAC. 

i i ' ' ' 
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Fig, 7. (l/aQ)(dE/dcoex) as a function of coax- Tho solid line is a 

best fie to the data. Also shown arc the relative contributions 
to the fie from perturbatlve QCO, quark fragmantutIon and 

f*-*ajuncaeion. 

Fig. 9, (1/OQ) (dc/deosx) as a function of cosx. The Bin of the dots 
corresponds to the statistical errors. Tho solid line Is the 
QCD prediction of Bef. 5 Including the nonparturbatlve contri
butions. The broken line is the nonpertitrbative part alone. 

Fig. 9. Tho K'n invariant mass is shown for z • E_/E < 0.4 (a) 
u cm. 

and 2 > 0.; (b). No clear D° signal is seen. In (c) the 
z a + ° 

K v invariant mass Is shown for events having l i t - D mass 
difference In the range 144- 147 MeV/c . 

Fig. 10. The D°fl±-DCl mass difference is shown for the bands of z. 
For z > 0.4 a clear D ~ signal is seen. 

Fig. II. The s(do/dc) spectrum of produced »**"*». The- errors shown are 
statistical only. 

Fig. 12. The total charged track momentum is shown for events selected 
as candidates for the T lifetime measurement (MAC). Prediction 
of a T-palr Monte Carlo simulation program is shown as a 
solid Una. 

» n *,.«.«».• » ^ ,,, ••frH"^a^^-.5-B=^r^k^tw.^-*^:w..n»k ••*i.*>..—-.. * .«. *-
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Fig. 13. Distribution of the decay path length error frosa vertex fits 

to three-prong t decays. 

fig. 14. Decay length distribution for t decays: (a) unweighted*. 

(b) weighted by the reciprocal squared error. 

fig* IS. Dacay length distribution for control events: (a) unweighted; 

(b) weighted by the reciprocal soured error. 

Fig. 16. P_ distribution for t-pair events. The solid curvo is the 

expectation for normal T-pair production. The dashed curve 
2 is the expectation frt' a Higgs with mass 7 CeV/c and 

B(H - T V T ) - I. 

Fig;. 17, Excluded regions (90% C.L.) for events where one Higgs decays 

to hadrocis and the other to TV (curve l> and for events whore 

both Kiggs decay Co T V T (curve II). The branching ratio to 

hadrons plus the branching ratio to TV is constrained to 

sum to 1. 

fiji. 18, P.J, distribution for events with one prong opposite a timltl-

prong jet. The solid curve iH the prediction of the hadron 

Monte Carlo normalized to tile rint.i. The dashed curve is clu 

expectation for a Bi£gs with mass 7 GeV/c2 and B(H • huUrous) 

= 1 - B(H - TV ) = 0.5 . 

- / ; - ' • • 
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